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The main idea of the Porter five forces concept is that the attractiveness of a market depends on the A Reflection On
Developing Critical Thinking Skills Essay.

This implies that businesses can not exhibit a collaborative and friendly behaviour. Many industries are
profoundly depending on decisions and regulations of the government. This is mainly due to the fact that the
customers do not use their products as initially intended, but give them a new function. The case company has
a more than year tradition of making stable, high quality paper products such as boxes and cardboard
suitcases. There are two factors for a firm to be profitable: the fetching appearance of the industry in which it
operates and its position in this industry. It still only serves as a guideline, but it delivers significant points that
have to be examined in a different culture of diverse laws and governmental controls. Rehkugler , pp. The case
company Products visualized 7. What we have illustrated above is some analysis that you would obtain by
considering the Five Forces Model. Supermarkets for example such as ASDA and Tesco have operated
successfully in introducing clothing product ranges into their operations. The strongest outputs were two
concepts: furniture made from cardboard for the use of a short time frame which can be disposed afterwards or
packaging solutions for luxurious goods, which can be offered in a business-to-business relationship. It has
served as a strategic planning guideline for years. In them you will understand what has caused low
profitability. Besides that, the bargaining power of buyers is amongst others determined by the altitude of the
switching costs. It also takes into account the supply and demand, complementary products and substitutes, the
relationship between volume of production and cost of production, and market structures like monopoly,
oligopoly or perfect competition etc. These rapid changes cannot be adequately considered in the Porter
analysis or alternatively, steady time-consuming repetitions and improvements of the analysis have to be
worked out. The products surface can be treated to create structure or colours. A positive aspect is the little
regulation by the government in the home office supply market. Could new entrants come from unexpected
areas? Customers bargaining power is likely to be high when 1. Therefore retailers set up business to trade
with the general public and attempt to provide convenience-based buying channels for customers. Threat of
substitute is present when consumers face low switching costs and products can be replaced easily Henry, 
Michael Porter came up with the Five Forces Model commonly known as Porters' Five Forces Model which is
used for analyzing an industry by looking at five forces believed Porter's Five Forces of competition words - 2
pages 1. High initial investments and fixed costs, 3. Nevertheless, this shows that specialized, small companies
have a good chance to establish themselves in this niche market. Fuld , p. Supplier bargaining power is likely
to be high when: 1. This can help The case company to sell their products at a comparably high price, but
generating profitable margins at the same time. In these situations, the buying industry does face a high
pressure on margins from their suppliers. The power of suppliers is not very high. It might be an opportunity
to create a flat-pack-solution and increase the economies of scale in a logistic context. The bargaining power
of suppliers: Labor is the airline industry's largest single expense. Developing a long-term relationship build
on trust can prove especially difficult for companies such as The case company that are unknown in the
market and try to enter it without much budget for a marketing strategy. Competitive strategy should be
developed based upon forecasting of the available information on the developing competitive environment and
other threats faced. MoreMoney Banking Corporation Limited is no exception to this as it has got forces that it
has to operate within. This is often costly in terms of acquiring the supply side and the demand side Uber has
spent billions on demand generation. Product differentiation Expected retaliatory actions as incumbents are
further down the unit cost curve and likely more cashed up they can reduce prices when new competition
emerges to make it hard for them though there are limits posed by competition law in many countries.
However, the entry barriers for new entrants are what is bothering The case company right now.


